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1. Introduction
There are many numerous integral transforms and which are widely used in the field of science
and engineering. It plays a vital role for solving many advance problems like radioactive decay
problems, population growth problems, vibration problems of beam, electric circuit problems
and motion of a particle under gravity which appear in many branches of engineering and
sciences [6,8,9,16,23,27].

Many researchers use different kind of the integral transforms such as Laplace transform
[2,19], Fourier transform [13,20,21], Sumudu transform [7], Elzaki transform [25,26] and etc.
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Integral transforms are very efficient methodology to solve the linear and nonlinear
differential and integral equations [15,24]. Many problems of physical interest are described
by ordinary or partial differential equations with appropriate initial or boundary conditions,
these problems are usually formulated as initial value problems or boundary value problems
(see also, [6,8,9,15,16,23,24]. Generally, we use integral transforms, namely, Laplace, Fourier,
Sumudu, Elzaki transform method and etc. (see [2,3,7,12,13,25,26]).

Mahgoub integral transform method [1, 4, 5, 14, 22] is one of the new integral transform,
which is particularly very useful for finding solutions for these kind of problems. This means that
we can use both Mahgoub transform and other integral transforms are very fruitful methods to
investigate many linear and nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations and integral
equations.

In the modern time, Bessel’s functions appear in solving many problems of sciences and
engineering together with many equations such as heat equation, wave equation, Laplace
equation, Schrodinger equation, Helmholtz equation in cylindrical or spherical coordinates.
Recently, Aggarwal et al. [5] established the Mahgoub transform of Bessel’s functions and also
investigated some applications of Mahgoub transform of Bessel’s functions for evaluating the
integral, which contain Bessel’s functions. In 2021, Selvan et al. [17] obtain the solutions of
various forms of Bessel’s equations by using the Elzaki integral transform (see also [18]).

Motivated by the above facts, in this paper, our main aim is to obtain the various forms of
solutions of the various types of Bessel’s differential equations of order zero of the form

tx′′+ x′+ tx = 0 , (1.1)

tx′′+ x′+k2 tx = 0 (1.2)

by using Mahgoub differential transform method. Also, we introduce some relationship between
Laplace, Sumudu, Elzaki and Mahgoub transforms, further; for the comparison purpose,
we apply these transforms to solve differential equations to establish the differences and
similarities. Finally, we provide some examples regarding to second order Bessel’s differential
equations with non constant coefficients as special case.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we provide some basic notations, definitions, theorems which are very useful to
prove our main results.

Throughout this paper, F denotes either the real field R or the complex field C. A function
f : [0,∞)→K is of exponential order if there exist constants A,B ∈R such that | f (t)| ≤ AeBt for
all t ≥ 0. Similarly, a function g : (−∞,0] →K is of exponential order if there exist constants
A,B ∈R such that |g(t)| ≤ AeBt for all t ≤ 0.

A new differential transform called the Mahgoub transform defined for function of
exponential order. We consider the function in the set A is defined by

A =
{

f (t) : ∃ M,k1,k2 > 0, | f (t)| < Me
|t|
k j

}
.

For a given function in the set A, the constant M must be finite number, k1,k2 may be finite or
infinite.
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Definition 2.1 ([1]). The Mahgoub transform of the function f : [0,∞)→ F is defined by

M{ f (t)}= u
∫ ∞

0
f (s)e−usds = F(u), (2.1)

for t > 0 and k1 ≤ u ≤ k2, where M is the Mahgoub integral transform operator, where the
variable u in this transform is used to factor the variable t in the argument of the function f .

Remark 2.2. For any function f (t), we assume that the integral equation (2.1) exist.
The Mahgoub integral transform for the function f : [0,∞) → F exists if f (t) is piecewise
continuous and of exponential order. These conditions are the only sufficient conditions for the
existence of Mahgoub transform of the function f (t) for t ≥ 0. Otherwise Mahgoub transform
may or may not exist.

Theorem 2.3 ([1], Convolution theorem for Mahgoub transform). Assume that f (t) and g(t) are
given functions defined for t ≥ 0. If M{ f (t)}= F(u) and M{g(t)}=G(u), then

M{ f (t)∗ g(t)}= 1
u

F(u)G(u).

Definition 2.4 ([1], Inverse Mahgoub transform). If M{ f (t)} = F(u), then f (t) is called
the inverse Mahgoub transform of F(u) and is denoted as f (t) = M−1{F(u)}, where M−1 is
the inverse Mahgoub transform operator.

Theorem 2.5 ([1]). Let F(u) is the Mahgoub transform of the function f (t), then
(i) M{ f ′(t)}= uF(u)−uf (0);

(ii) M{ f ′′(t)}= u2F(u)−uf ′(0)−u2 f (0);

(iii) M{ f (n)(t)}= unF(u)−
n−1∑
k=0

un−k f (k)(0).

Theorem 2.6 ([4]). If M is the Mahgoub integral transform operator and M{ f (t)}= F(u) then

(i) M{t f (t)}= 1
u

F(u)− d
du

F(u),

(ii) M{t f ′(t)}= d
du

{uf (0)}− f (0)−u
d

du
F(u),

(iii) M{t2 f ′(t)}= 1
u

d
du

{u f (0)}− f (0)
u

− d
du

f (0)− d2

du2 {uf (0)}+u
d2

du2 F(u),

(iv) M{t f ′′(t)}= d
du

{u2 f (0)+uf ′(0)}−u2 d
du

F(u)−uF(u)− f ′(0)−uf (0),

(v) M{t2 f ′′(t)}= 1
u

d
du

{u2 f (0)+uf ′(0)}+ d
du

{ f ′(0)+uf (0)}

− d2

du2 {u2 f (0)+uf ′(0)}+2u
d

du
F(u)+u2 d2

du2 F(u)− 1
u

f ′(0)− f (0).

Definition 2.7. The linear second order ordinary differential equation of type

t2x′′+ tx′+ (t2 −ν2)x = 0 (2.2)

is called Bessel equation, where ν is a non-negative constant. The number ν is called the order
of the Bessel equation.
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Here the most important cases are when ν is an integer or half-integer. Bessel functions for
integer ν are also known as cylinder functions or the cylindrical harmonics because they appear
in the solution to Laplace’s equation in cylindrical coordinates. Spherical Bessel functions with
half-integer ν are obtained when the Helmholtz equation is solved in spherical coordinates.

Definition 2.8. If ν= 0, then the Bessel equation (2.3) becomes

tx′′(t)+ x′(t)+ tx(t)= 0 (2.3)

is called Bessel equation of order zero.

The Mahgoub transform and other integral transforms are very useful methods to investigate
many linear and nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations and integral equations.
The variable u in this transform is used to factor the variable t in the argument of the function
f . This transform has deeper connection with the Laplace, Elzaki and Sumudu transform.
The purpose of this study is to show the applicability of this interesting new transform and
its efficiency in solving the linear ordinary differential equations with constant and non-
constant coefficients. In the next we compare two solutions by using the two different methods.
The following definition was given in [10,11].

Definition 2.9 ([10, 11]). The space W of test functions of exponential decay is the space of
complex valued functions φ(t) satisfying the following properties:

(1) φ(t) is infinitely differentiable; that is, φ(t) ∈ C∞(Rn),

(2) φ(t) and its derivatives of all orders vanish at infinity faster than the reciprocal of
the exponential of order 1

w that is |e t
w Dkφ(t)| < M, for all 1

w , k.
Then the function f (t) is said to be of exponential growth if and only if f (t) together with all its
derivatives grow more slowly than the exponential function of order 1

w . That is, there exists a
real constant 1

w and M such that |Dkφ(t)| < Me
t
w . A linear continuous functional over the space

W of test functions is called a distribution of exponential growth and this dual space of W is
denoted by W ′.

3. Main Results
In this section, first we apply the Mahgoub transform to the Bessel function J0(t) in the following
equation tJ′′

0 (t)+ J′
0(t)+ tJ0(t)= 0, for t > 0. Let us consider the Bessel equation of order zero

is t2x′′(t)+ tx′(t)+ t2x(t)= 0. Let x = J0H. Then, except t = 0, we have (1.1), for t > 0. Applying
Mahgoub transform to equation (1.1), we obtain that

M{tx′′+ x′+ tx}= 0 ⇒ M{tx′′}+M{x′}+M{tx}= 0,

then we arrive that
d

du
{u2x(0)+ux′(0)}−u2 d

du
X (u)−uX (u)

− x′(0)−ux(0)+uX (u)−ux(0)+ 1
u

X (u)− d
du

X (u)= 0

⇒ −u2X ′(u)− X ′(u)+ 1
u

X (u)= 0 .
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On simplifying, we get

X ′(u)= 1
u(u2 +1)

X (u) .

Then integrating on both sides, we get

log[X (u)]= logu− 1
2

log(1+u2)+ logL1 = log
[

L1up
1+u2

]
.

Therefore

X (u)= L1up
1+u2

.

It can be written as,

M{x(t)}= L1up
1+u2

.

Applying inverse Mahgoub transform on both sides, we obtain

x(t)=M−1
[

L1up
1+u2

]
= L1J0(t)

which is the required solution of the Bessel’s differential equation (1.1), where L1 is the
integration constant, we can find the value of L1 with the help of initial conditions.

Next, we are going to use the Mahgoub transform Bessel function J0(t) in the following
Bessel’s differential equation

t2J′′
0 (t)+ tJ′

0(t)+k2t2J0(t)= 0

for t > 0. Now, we will consider the Bessel equation of order zero of the form

t2x′′(t)+ tx′(t)+k2t2x(t)= 0.

Let x = J0H. Then, except t = 0, we have (1.2), for t > 0. Applying Mahgoub transform to
equation (1.2), we obtain that

M{tx′′+ x′+k2 tx}= 0 ⇒ M{tx′′}+M{x′}+k2M{tx}= 0,

then we arrive that
d

du
{u2x(0)+ux′(0)}−u2 d

du
X (u)−uX (u)

− x′(0)−ux(0)+uX (u)−ux(0)+k2
[

1
u

X (u)− d
du

X (u)
]
= 0

⇒ (u2 +k2)X ′(u)= k2

u
X (u).

Simplifying the above equation, we get
X ′(u)
X (u)

= k2

u(u2 +k2)
= 1

u
− u

u2 +k2 .

Then integrating, we have

log[X (u)]= logu− 1
2

log(k2 +u2)+ logL2 = log
[

L2up
k2 +u2

]
⇒ X (u)= L2up

k2 +u2
.
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It can be written as,

M{x(t)}= L2up
k2 +u2

.

Applying inverse Mahgoub transform on both sides, we obtain

x(t)= L2M
−1

[
(u/k)√

1+ (u/k)2

]
= L2J0 (kt)

is the required solution of the Bessel’s differential equation (1.2), where L2 is the integration
constant and it can be evaluated by using the initial conditions.

Proposition 3.1. Let f be n times continuously differentiable function on (0,∞) and let f (t)= 0
for t < 0. Suppose that f (n) ∈ Lloc. Then f (k) ∈ Lloc for 0≤ k ≤ n−1, dom(M f )⊆ dom(M f (n)) and
for any polynomial P of degree n,

P(u)M(x)(u)= F(u)+MP (u)ψ(x,n) (3.1)

for u ∈ dom(M f ).

Proof. In particular, we have

M{ f (n)}= unF(u)−
n−1∑
k=0

un−k f (k)(0)

= un(M f )(u)− (un,un−1,un−2, . . . ,u2,u)ψ( f ;n), (3.2)

where ψ( f ;n) is written as a column vector. For n = 2, we have

M{ f ′′(t)}= u2F(u)−uf ′(0)−u2 f (0).

In particular, if we will consider x(t)= 1
µ

sin(µt). Then clearly x′′(t)+µ2x(t)= 0 and in the operator
form we write (D2 +µ2) f = 0. Since dom(M f ) contains (0,∞) then on using the equation (3.1)
with n = 2 and P(m)= m2 +µ2, for u > 0, we have

0= (
u2 +µ2)M( f )− [

u u2][
0 1
1 0

] [
0
1

]
since ψ(x;2) = ( f (0), f ′(0)) = (0,1). Thus, we can obtain the same result without using the
definitions or transforms table as

V (t)=M

{
1
µ

sin(µt)H(t)
}
= u

u2 +µ2

then the inverse is given by
1
µ

sin(µt)H(t)=M−1
{

µu
u2 +µ2

}
let V = gH, where g = 1

µ
sin(µt) and H is Heaviside function

DV = gDH+ g′H= gδ+ g′H= gδ(0)+ g′H= g′H,

then

D2V = g′DH+ g′′H= g′δ+ g′′H= g′(0)δ+ g′′H= δ+ g′′H.

Therefore,

P(D)V = D2V +µ2V = δ+ (g′′+µ2 g)H= δ.
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Proposition 3.2. Let us consider the function f be Mahgoub transformable and its satisfies
f (t)= 0 for t < 0. Then

lim
u→0

{M[ f ](u)}= 0.

Proof. Assume that f0(t)= f (t)[1−H(t−1)] and f1(t)= f (t)H(t−1). Since f0 vanishes outside
of [0,1], we have

M[ f ](u)= u
∫ 1

0
e−ut f (t)dt

for any u. Moreover, f = f0 + f1, dom {M( f1)}= dom {M( f )} and

M[ f ](u)= u
∫ 1

0
e−ut f (t)dt+M( f1)(u)

for all u ∈ dom {M( f )}. Let u0 ∈ dom {M( f )} and also apply |M[ f ](u)| ≤Ae−cu to f1 we conclude
that there is a constant A such that

|M[ f ](u)| ≤ u
∫ 1

0
e−ut| f (t)| dt+Ae−cu

for all u ≥ u0 as u →∞, the second term on the right clearly tends to zero. The same applies to
the first term.

4. Application
Finally, in this section, we illustrate the main results with some examples.

Example 4.1. Consider the following Bessel’s differential equation

t2J′′
0 (t)+ tJ′

0(t)+36t2J0(t)= 0

for t > 0. Now, we will consider the Bessel equation of order zero of the form

t2x′′(t)+ tx′(t)+36t2x(t)= 0.

Let us choose x = J0(t)H. Then, except t = 0, we have

tx′′(t)+ x′(t)+36tx(t)= 0 (4.1)

for t > 0. Applying Mahgoub transform to equation (4.1), we obtain that

M{tx′′+ x′+36tx}= 0

then we arrive that (u2 +36)X ′(u)= 36
u X (u), thus

X ′(u)
X (u)

= 36
u(u2 +36)

= 1
u
− u

u2 +36
.

Then integrating on both sides, we have

log[X (u)]= log
[

K1up
36+u2

]
⇒ X (u)= K1up

36+u2

thus we have,

M{x(t)}= K1 up
36+u2

.
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Applying inverse Mahgoub transform on both sides, we obtain

x(t)= K1M
−1

[
(u/6)√

1+ (u/6)2

]
= K1J0(6t),

which is the required solution of the Bessel’s differential equation (4.1), where K1 is
the integration constant and it can be evaluated by using initial conditions.

Example 4.2. Consider the following Bessel’s differential equation

t2J′′
0 (t)+ tJ′

0(t)+ t2

4
J0(t)= 0

for t > 0. Now, we will consider the Bessel equation of order zero of the form

t2x′′(t)+ tx′(t)+ t2

4
x(t)= 0.

Let us choose x = J0(t)H. Then, except t = 0, we have

tx′′(t)+ x′(t)+ t
4

x(t)= 0 (4.2)

for t > 0. Applying Mahgoub transform to equation (4.1), we obtain that

M

{
tx′′(t)+ x′(t)+ t

4
x(t)

}
= 0

then we arrive that
(
u2 + 1

4

)
X ′(u)= 1

4u X (u), thus

X ′(u)
X (u)

= 1
4u

(
u2 + 1

4

) = 1
u
− u

u2 + 1
4

.

Then integrating on both sides, we have

log[X (u)]= log
[

K2u√
1
4 +u2

]
⇒ X (u)= K2u√

1
4 +u2

thus we have, M{x(t)} = K2
u√

1
4+u2

. Applying inverse Mahgoub transform on both sides, we

obtain

x(t)= K2M
−1

[
(2u)√

1+ (2u)2

]
= K2J0

(
t
2

)
is a solution of (4.2), where K2 is the integration constant, with the help of initial conditions,
we can obtain K2.

Example 4.3. Let us consider the linear differential equation of second order with variable
coefficients of the form

t f ′′(t)− t f ′(t)+ f (t)= 2 (4.3)

with initial conditions

f (0)= 2, f ′(0)=−1. (4.4)

First solution by Laplace Transform. By applying the Laplace transform method to
the equation (4.3) and using the initial conditions, we have

F ′(s)+
(
2
s

)
F(s)= −2

s2(s−1)
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then we obtain the solution

F(s)=− ln(s−1)
s2 + c

s2 ,

where c is a constant, then by taking the inverse Laplace transform, we get

f (t)= 2−2πit+ ct . (4.5)

Second solution by Sumudu Transforms. On using the Sumudu transform for
the differential equation (4.3), we have

F ′(u)− F(u)
u

= −2
u

.

By applying the same technique that was used with the same problem in the case of Laplace
transform, then we have the following solution

F(u)= 2+au , (4.6)

where a is a constant, by using inverse Sumudu transform for equation (4.6) with respect to u
we obtain the solution in the form of f (t)= 2+at.

Third Solution by Elzaki Transform. By using the Elzaki transformation method to
the equation (4.3) and by applying the initial conditions (4.4), we have

(1−v)F ′(v)+3
(
1− 1

v

)
F(v)= 2−2v .

On simplifying the above equation, we get

F ′(v)− 3
v

F(v)= 2 . (4.7)

By applying the same technique that was used in the same problem, in case of Laplace transform
and by using the inverse Elzaki transform for equation (4.7) with respect to v we obtain the
solution for equation (4.3).

Fourth Solution by Mahgoub Transform. By using the Mahgoub transform method to (4.3)
and by using the initial conditions (4.4), we have

u(u−1)F ′(u)+ (u−1)F(u)= 2+2u

⇒ F ′(u)+ F(u)
u

= 2u−2
u(u−1)

= 2
u

By applying the same technique that was used with the same problem in case of Laplace
transform and by using inverse Mahgoub transform, we will reach the solution for the
differential equation with respect to u, we can have the solution in the form of f (t) = 2+at,
where a is a constant.

Remark 4.4. We note that, if we compare the solutions obtained by the different
transformations for the differential equations, we see that the solution which is given by
Laplace transform in complex domain and given by Sumudu, Elzaki and Mahgoub transform in
real domain. Thus this leads us to consider that if the solution exists by Mahgoub transform
then the solution also exists by Laplace, Sumudu and Elzaki transform.

Remark 4.5. If Mahgoub transform exists then Laplace transform is also exists.
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Remark 4.6. If Mahgoub transform exists then Sumudu transform is also exists.

Remark 4.7. If Mahgoub transform exists then Elzaki transform is also exists.

Remark 4.8. The converse of these above statements is always need not be true.

5. Conclusion
As stated in the introduction of this paper, the Mahgoub transform can be used as an effective
tool for analyzing the basic characteristics of ordinary and partial differential equations. Here we
analyzed the solution of various forms Bessel’s differential equation using Mahgoub transform,
proposed some properties of Mahgoub transform and illustrated the main results with an
examples. That is, we provided an illustration to comparing the solution for a particular
differential equation by using Laplace, Sumudu, Elzaki and Mahgoub transformations. The
authors are also confident that the paper will inspire many young mathematicians to read more
about Mahgoub transform and will also help to apply this transform to solve many problems
related to various types of linear and nonlinear differential equations.
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